Abstract
Introduction
Developing similar products as members of a product line promises advantages, like higher potential for reuse, lesser costs and shorter time to market. There are many approaches to newly developing product lines from scratch [2, 10] . However, according to Martinez in [15] , most successful examples of product lines at Motorola originated in a single separate product. Only in the course of time, a shared architecture for a product line evolved. Moreover, large investments impose a reluctance against introducing a product line approach that ignores existing assets. Hence, introducing a product line approach has generally to cope with existing code.
Reverse engineering helps creating a product line from existing systems by identifying and analyzing the components and deriving the individual architectures. They can then be unified to a product line architecture which is populated by the derived components.
As stated in Bayer et. al [1] , early reverse engineering is needed to derive first coarse information on existing assets needed by a product line analyst to set up a suitable product line architecture.
One important piece of information for a product line analysis that tries to integrate existing assets is the socalled feature component map that describes which components are needed to implement a particular feature. A feature is a realized (functional as well as non-functional) requirement (the term feature is intentionally weakly defined because its exact meaning depends on the specific context). Components are computational units of a software architecture.
On the basis of the feature component map and additional economic reasons, a decision is made for particularly interesting and required components, and further expensive analyses can be aimed at selected components.
This paper describes a quickly realizable technique to ascertain the feature component map based on dynamic information (gained from execution traces) and concept analysis. The technique is automatic to a great extent.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview, Section 3 explains how concept analysis can be used to derive the feature component map and Section 4 describes our experience with this technique in an example. Section 5 references related research, Section 6 concludes the paper.
Overview
The technique described here is based on the execution traces generated by a profiler for different usage scenarios. One scenario represents the invocation of one single feature and yields all subprograms executed for this feature. These subprograms identify the components. The required components for all scenarios and the set of features are then subject to concept analysis. Concept analysis gives information on relationships between features and required components as well as feature-feature and component-component dependencies.
Concept Analysis. Concept analysis is a mathematical
technique that provides insights into binary relations. The mathematical foundation of concept analysis was laid by Birkhoff in 1940. The binary relation in our specific application of concept analysis to derive the feature component map states which components are required when a feature is invoked. The detailed mathematical background of concept analysis can be found in [7, 13, 14] .
Feature Component Map
In order to derive the feature component map via concept analysis, one has to define the formal context (objects, attributes, relation) and to interpret the resulting concept lattice accordingly.
Context for Feature and Components
The set of relevant features F will be determined by the product line experts. We consider all the system's subprograms a set of components C. A component corresponds to an object of the formal context, whereas a feature will be considered an attribute.
The relation R for the formal context necessary for concept analysis is defined as follows (where c ∈ C, f ∈ F): (c, f) ∈ R if and only if component c is required when feature f is invoked; a subprogram is required when it needs to be executed. R can be visualized using a relation table as shown in Figure 1 :
The resulting concept lattice is shown in Figure 2 . We use the sparse representation for visualization showing an attribute/feature at the uppermost concept in the lattice where it is required (so the attributes spread from this node down to the bottom). For a feature f, this node is denoted by µ(f). Analogously, a node is marked with an object/ component c ∈ C in the sparse representation if it represents the most special concept that has c in its extent. This unique node is denoted by γ(c). Hence, an object/component c spreads from the node γ(c), to which it is attached, up to the top. In order to ascertain the relation table, a set of usage scenarios needs to be prepared where each scenario triggers exactly one relevant feature 1 . Then the system is used according to the set of usage scenarios. For each usage scenario, the execution trace is recorded.
An execution trace contains all called subprograms for a usage scenario or an invoked feature, respectively. Hence, each system run yields all required components for a single scenario that exploits one feature. A single column in the relation table can be obtained per system run. Applying all usage scenarios provides the relation table.
Interpretation of the Concept Lattice
Concept analysis applied to the formal context described in the previous section gives a lattice, from which interesting relationships can be derived. These relationships can be fully automatically derived and presented to the analyst such that the complicated theoretical background can be hidden. The only thing an analyst has to know is how to interpret the derived relationships.
The following base relationships can be derived from the sparse representation of the lattice:
• A component, c, is required for all features at and above γ(c) in the lattice.
• A feature, f, requires all components at and below µ(f) in the lattice.
• A component, c, is specific to exactly one feature, f, if f is the only feature on all paths from γ(c) to the top element.
• A feature, f, is specific to exactly one component, c, if c is the only component on all paths from µ(f) to the bottom element (i.e, c is the only component required to implement feature f).
• Features to which two components, c 1 and c 2 , jointly contribute can be identified by γ(c 1 ) ∧ γ(c 2 ); graphically depicted, one ascertains in the lattice the closest common node toward the top element starting at the nodes to which c 1 and c 2 , respectively, are attached; all features at and above this common node are those jointly implemented by these components.
• Components jointly required for two features, f 1 and f 2 , are described by µ(f 1 ) ∨ µ(f 2 ); graphically depicted, one ascertains in the lattice the closest common node toward the bottom element starting at the nodes to which f 1 and f 2 , respectively, are attached; all components at and below this common node are those jointly required for these features.
• Components required for all features can be found at the bottom element.
• Features that require all components can be found at the top element.
The information described above can be derived by a tool and fed back to the product line expert. As soon as a decision is made to re-use certain features, all components required for these features (easily derived from the concept lattice) form a starting point for further static analyses to investigate quality (like maintainability, extractability, and integrability) and to estimate effort for subsequent steps (wrapping, reengineering, or re-development from scratch).
It is possible to combine multiple features into one scenario, making the interpretation of the resulting concept lattice more complicated. This is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Implementation
The implementation of the described approach is surprisingly simple (if one already has a tool for concept analysis). Our prototype for a Unix environment is an opportunistic integration of the following parts:
• Gnu C compiler gcc to compile the system using a command line switch for generating profiling information,
• Gnu object code viewer nm,
• Gnu profiler prof,
• concept analysis tool concepts [8] ,
• graph editor Graphlet [3] to visualize the concept lattice,
• and a short Perl script to ascertain the executed functions in the execution trace and to convert the file formats of concepts and Graphlet (the script has just 225 LOC).
The fact that the subprograms are extracted from the object code makes the implementation independent from the programming language to a great extent (as long as the language is compiled to object code) and has the advantage that no additional compiler front end is necessary.
Example
We analyzed the Xfig system [18] (version 3.2.1) consisting of about 76 KLOCs written in the programming language C.
Xfig is a menu-driven tool that allows the user to draw and manipulate objects interactively under the X Window System. Objects can be lines, polygons, circles, rectangles, splines, text, and imported pictures. An interesting first task in our example was to define what constitutes a feature. Clearly, the capability to draw specific objects, like lines, splines, rectangles, etc., can be considered a feature of Xfig. Moreover, one can manipulate drawn objects in different edit modes (rotate, move, copy, scale, etc.) with Xfig.
We conducted two experiments. In the first one, we investigated the ability to draw different shapes only. In the second one, we analyzed the ability to modify shapes. The second experiment exemplifies combined features composed by basic features. For the second experiment, a shape was drawn and then modified. Both draw and modify constitute a basic feature. Combined features add to the effort needed to derive the feature component map as there are many possible combinations.
The lattice revealed dependencies among features for the Xfig implementation and the absence of such dependencies, respectively. Related features were grouped together in the concept lattice, which allowed us to compare our mental model of a drawing tool to the actual implementation. The lattice also classified components according to their abstraction level; general components can be found at the lower level, specific components at the upper level. Moreover, the lattice showed dependencies among components. Figure 3 shows a partial view of the concept lattice generated for Xfig. Node #38 groups all components needed for drawing ellipses and circles (both by diameter and radius). Nodes #41, #44, #42, and #43 contain the components for the more specific shape types.
We made the experience that applying our method is easy in principle. However, running all scenarios by hand is time consuming. It may be facilitated by the presence of test cases that allow an automated replay of various scenarios
Related Research
Snelting has recently introduced concept analysis to software engineering. Since then it has been used to evaluate class hierarchies [14] , explore configuration structures of preprocessor statements [9, 13] , and to recover components [4, 6, 7, 11, 12] .
For feature localization, Chen and Rajlich [5] propose a semi-automatic method, in which an analyst browses the statically derived dependency graph; navigation on that graph is computer-aided. Since the analyst more or less takes on all the search, this method is less suited to quickly and cheaply derive the feature component map. In con- Wilde and Scully [16] also use dynamic analysis to localize features. They focus on localizing rather than deriving required components.
Our technique goes beyond Wilde and Scully's technique in that it also allows to derive relevant relationships between components and features by means of concept analysis, whereas Wilde and Scully's technique only localizes a feature. The derived relationships are an import information to product line experts and represent additional dependencies that need to be considered in a decision for certain features and components.
Conclusions and Future Work
A feature component map describes which components are required to implement a particular feature and is needed at an early stage within a process toward a product line platform
• to weigh alternative platform architectures,
• to aim further tasks -like quality assessment -to only those existing components that are needed to populate the platform architecture,
• and to decide on further steps, like reengineering or wrapping.
The technique presented in this paper yields the feature component map automatically using the execution traces for different usage scenarios. The technique is based on concept analysis, a mathematical sound technique to analyze binary relations, which has the additional benefits to reveal not only correspondences between features and components, but also commonalities and variabilities between features and components.
The success of the described approach heavily depends on the clever choice of usage scenarios and the combination of them. Scenarios that cover too much functionality in one step or the clumsy combination of scenarios will result in huge and complex lattices that are unreadable for humans.
As future work, we want to explore how results obtained by the method described in this paper may be combined with results of additional static analyses. For example, we want to investigate the relation between the concept lattice based on dynamic information and static software architecture recovery techniques.
Our experiments suggest that investigating automatic analyses of the lattice we described here is worth further effort. Dealing with scenarios covering multiple features should be investigated in more depth.
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